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Armstrong goes green

English professor Frank Clancy
started thi s ye ar's St. P atrick's D ay
festivities with a talk on "Dublin: A
Portrait of th e City as an Old Hoor"
and J.P. Donleavy's novel "The Ginger
Man," at the 25th annual Sebastian
Dangerfield Talk in Jenkins Hall
March 9.
Clancy, wh o ha s pa rticipated in
the talks since they began in 1988,
provided the Armstrong community
a glimpse into traditional Irish
culture.
He started the event to revitalize
the Irish he ritage th at is prevalent
throughout Savannah.

Opinions
The social war
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Weather

Forecast for Friday, March 2 3:
Mostly sunny, with a high near
80. Evening partly cloudy, with a
low around 61.

Photos by Vincent Haines

Left: Armstrong students representing 76 different countries marched in Savannah's 188th annual St. Patrick's Day Pa rade March 17.
Right: Pirate athletes ride The Armstrong Atlantic float in the parade.

By Cedric Johnson
Savannah celebrated St.
Patrick's Day with its 188th
annual parade March 17.
Amidst a sea of green,
the smell of barbeque and
the commotion of nearly
one million parade-goers,
Armstrong's
parade
float
dubbed
"The
Armstrong
Atlantic"
rolled
through
Savannah's downtown streets,
proudly
representing
the
university.
"This is the biggest thing
in Savannah, and we need
to make sure we have a

huge presence," said Scott
Joyner, vice president for
advancement.
This year's celebration was
the largest to date as people
from all across the country
traveled to the city in order to
be a part of it.
The squares along the parade
route were completely packed
with people dressed in their
best St. Patrick's Day attire —
sporting green hairdos, hats
and beads. Friends and family
gathered for cookouts and
conversation, and many took
advantage of Savannah's lenient
policies on drinking in public.

For Savannahians, the St.
Patrick's Day bustle may
not seem
like
anything
new, but this year was the
first experience for many
Armstrong students.
"Before Icame to Armstrong,
I heard that St. Patrick's Day
was a big deal in Savannah,"
said freshman psychology
major Antonio Baker. "I'm
not front Savannah, so I really
wanted to experience it, and
this seemed like the best way
to really see it."
Available parking spaces
were nonexistent after the
influx of onlookers. In order

Academy awards professor
for academic achievement

to beat the crowd, Armstrong
shuttled over 100 student
parade-participants downtown
for a long day of marching.
To the rhythmic pulse of
drumlines, the cheers of the
crowd and blasts of Savannah's
signature St. Patrick's Day
green
horns,
Armstrong
along with numerous other
organizations, schools and
businesses walked the parade
route, which stretched from
Forsyth Park to Bay Street
and back.
"We're going to have the
Armstrong banners out in full
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False alarm at
University Hall

Michael Toma, Armstrong
professor of economics and
the director of the Center for
Research Analysis was recently,
named the Teaching Fellow of
Forecast for Saturday, March 24:
the Academy of Economics
and Finance. This prestigious
A 30 percent chance of showers
award recognizes long-term
and thunderstorms. Partly
instructional excellence.
sunny, with a high near 81.
Founded in 1963, the
Evening chance of showers and
Academy
of
Economics
thunderstorms 30 percent. Mostly
and Finance is an academic
cloudy, with a low around 60.
organization
with
approximately 350 members
from 22 states and about a
dozen countries.
The Teaching Fellow Award
is an honor coming from an
academy whose members
are from institutions that
share Armstrong's teachingForecast for Sunday, March 25:
centered focus.
Mostly sunny, with a high
"People
whose
primary
near&O. Evening partly
job is to instruct on the
cloudy, with a low a round 55. undergraduate and graduate
level have recognized the
work that I have done over
the years and deemed it
sufficiently meritorious that
the academy is comfortable
with recognizing my work,"
All weather information courtesy
Toma said.
ofNOAA
In order to be considered
for the award, Toma had
to submit a portfolio of his
work that showed how his
students benefited from his
instruction. As a professor at
Armstrong for 14 years, he
had an impressive compilation
of work.
"I submitted a summary
Campus Voices
document
of work that I have
"n
done
with
students
in the past,
Opinions
3
whether it was in the research
Athletic Calendar
4
environment here at the center
Arts & Entertainment
or whether I've worked with a
5

r

Photo courtesy of Armstrong Marketing

Professor of economics Michael Toma lectures students in Hawes Hall.

student on an academic paper,'
he said.
The service Toma has
provided to the academy has
proven to be greatly beneficial
to Armstrong students.
"The academy has an
Undergraduate
Research
Competition
that
I
cofounded in 2005," Toma
said. "I coordinated the
Undergraduate
Research
Competition for three years.
I served as a judge on the
committee for five years."
"I believe that we have had
four students whose research
were recognized as first
place or second place in that
competition."
According the Academy
of Economics and Finance's
website,
Kathleen
Henry,
an
Armstrong
student
placed second in the 2012
undergraduate competition.
The
benefit
Toma's
instruction brings Armstrong
students was one of the main
reasons
why
economics
department head Yassaman
Saadatmand nominated him
for the award.
"As the director of the Center
for Research Analysis, he does
a lot of applied research for

government agencies and the
business community," she
said. "Because of this work,
he is able to engage students
in applied research, and by
doing that, he has helped a lot
of students get experience that
is invaluable."
The applied research that
students engage in has proven
to be an asset to their ability to
start their careers.
Alexis Brewer, an Armstrong
alumna, who worked with
Toma on an impact assessment
in 2007 on Tybee Island to
see what would happen if the
beach was not nourished, is
currently employed at a topnotch consulting firm as a
senior research analyst.
In light of his role in the
success of his students, Toma
feels that he cannot take all of
the credit.
"The letters that I have
received from students telling
me that their professional
careers have been influenced
in a positive way by things
that they have learned from
working with me and as a
part of their entire academic
experience at Armstrong have
been humbling and heart
warming," he said.

Sirens interrupted University
Hall's classes March 20. A s tudent
called 911 shortly before 2 p.m.and
reported the smell of gas, resulting
in the building's evacuation.
University Police Department
Officer Crystal Simmons said that
contractors were working in the
boiler room which resulted in the
residual smell ofgas.
"We had come over once
already," she said. "Plant Ops
were in control — someone got a
whiff of the smell and called 911."
Seven emergency vehicles
responded to the false alarm. It
took about 15 minutes for the fire
department to assess the situation
and give the all-clear for people
to re-enter the building.
UPD Lt. Joe Peny told the
students before they returned
to class that in the future they
should contact university police
before contacting 911 since such
calls are already fielded through
their office.
"If you had a test today, you will
still be taking it," he said jokingly.

New core class aims to
smooth college transition
By Cedric Johnson

By Kimberleigh Beard
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By Jeremiah Johnson
News.Inkwell@gmaiI.com
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As a teacher, I se e ma ny sh ifts
occurring in education — most
of them f ocusing on the primary
conflict b etween traditional teachercentered instruction an d the more
experimental
student-centered
pedagogy.
Despite the excitement I feel
toward these changes, incorporating
social media into the classroom
is som ething that has proved a
persistent headache for the newwave instructors.

M

Quality Enhancement Plans
are a new requirement for state
accreditation. To meet these new
standards, Armstrong has been
actively developing its own QEP
for almost a year.
John Kraft, interim assistant
vice president fcfr Academic
Affairs, spoke about Armstrong's
QEP at the Student Government
Association meeting Feb. 27. The
plan calls for an extra one-hour
class each week to be added to
the freshmen core. The proposed
class will be used as a seminar
to introduce freshmen students
to university concepts - such as
research skills and using Vista.
Kraft said the end goal of the
program is to aid freshmen with
their transition from high school
to college. The plan also decreases
class size so that students
benefit from receiving increased
attention.
"[It will] enhance study
skills, address campus life and
challenges involved with college,"
Kraft said.
The plan started a year ago
with large open discussion
groups within the Armstrong
community concerning the need
for a QEP.
"This aspect of the process
was crucial," Kraft said. "And I
want to keep inviting the larger
community to have input."
The discussions were open to
all members of Armstrong and
led to five groups who presented
separate, roughly two-page
summaries on their ideas.
"All the ideas had elements
that we liked, so the idea of
combining was in the air,"
said university librarian Doug
Frazier.
Combining ideas became

crucial in the development of
Armstrong's plan. The early
meetings were also used largely
as feedback for community
members to learn more about
QEP's as well as to provide
support and suggest new
ideas. Soon afterwards, full
proposals were submitted for
consideration.
"It had to be 12 pages, and
we gave them less than a month
to do it," Frazier said. "It was
asking a lot, but we got some
great ideas."
The proposals were submitted
by Armstrong faculty and had to
meet certain requirements. They
had to address certain studentlearning outcomes, as well as
propose the course of actions
that would be taken in order to
achieve said outcome.
The
proposals
included
research and elements, such as
the expected outcome, budget
and ways to assess the plan. The
plans were narrowed down to
three particular choices. Seeing
the benefits of each plan but
unable to decide on any one in
particular, Armstrong's plan
came to a slight stand still.
The three proposals were
brought to the Southern
Association for Colleges and
Schools leadership team, and
it was decided that the best
course of action would be to
combine the plans which led
to Armstrong's current QEP —
a combination of a freshmen
seminar class and student
learning enhancement.
A cornerstone of Armstrong's
particular plan is fostering what
is referred to as "information
literacy."
"All of our students are digital
natives." Frazier said.
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Professor
brings Irish
culture to
Jenkins Hall

"How do you feel about the
commute to Armstrong?"

By Jeremiah Johnson
News.Inkwell@gmail.com
English professor Frank
Clancy started this year's St.
Patrick's Day festivities with
a talk on "Dublin: A Portrait
of the City as an Old Hoor"
and J.P. Donleavy's novel
"The Ginger Man," at the 25th
annual Sebastian Dangerfield
Talk in Jenkins Hall March 9.
Clancy, who has participated
in the talks since they began in
1988, provided the Armstrong
community a glimpse into
traditional Irish culture.
He started the event to
revitalize the Irish heritage
that is prevalent throughout
Savannah.
"I wanted to bring a
St. Patrick's Day party to
Armstrong," Clancy said
Director for enrollment
services Melanie Mirande
warmed up the audience
singing and playing traditional
Irish folk songs on her guitar.
She began with a rendition of
"Black Velvet Band" followed
by "Bold Fenian Men."
Dressed in a cloak and cap
which resembled the attire of
early academic professionals,
Clancy climbed on stage and
assumed a push-up position.
To
commemorate
the
past 24 talks, he effortlessly
performed 24 push-ups while
the audience provided him
cadence.
After returning to his
feet, he played a video of a
riverdancing Irishman and
attempted to dance along with
him.
"[Clancy] is inspiring and
entertaining, and the costume
was exquisite," said graduate
student Travis MacMillan. "I
do wish the Riverdance would
have gone on longer."
Using humor and often
speaking with an Irish accent,
Clancy then gave a historical
account of the controversies
behind "The Gingerman"
— a novel which follows the
escapades of American-born
Sebastian Dangerfield who
moves to Dublin to study law.
"Some of the accents were
spot on," said Dublin, Ireland
native Cathy Traynor. "He
definitely brought a sense of
the Irish absurdity and humor
to light."
After the event concluded,
Clancy treated the audience to
an Irish-coffee reception — a
mix of Jameson's Irish whisky
and black coffee.
Keeping with tradition, he
concluded the event with a
second set of push-ups. The
audience counted until he
reached 25 — representing
a quarter of a century of
Sebastian Dangerfield Talks.
"The first year, I did one
push-up. The second year, I
did two — all the way up to
25," Clancy said. "Next year,
I'll do 26."

CAT forum
S6A
President
Kwame
Philips a nd V ice P resident f or
Student Affairs Keith Betts
invite ail students to a ttend
two informational sessions
regarding a transit pass
program the university is
exploring w ith C hatham A tea
Transit. CAT tr ansit planner
Sarah Rayfield will lead a
one-hour presentation in th e
Ogeechee Theatre at noon
March 29.
The program could offer
safe, low-cost transportation
between
campus
and
downtown on weekends and
between different places on
campus during the week.

Photos by Vincent Haines

Left: English professor Frank Clancy concludes the 25th annual Sebastian Dangerfield Talk by performing 25 push-ups.
Right: Clancy riverdances on stage in Jenkins Hall March 9.

Savannah celebrates St. Patrick's Day
By Vincent Haines and Jeremiah Johnson

"I live on campus, so It's OK. I'm very
close."
Kareha Williams,
sophomore.:
nursing

* " It's irritating. I hate it in the morning,
but there's nothing you can do."
ShivamPatel,
sophomore,
biology

Early risers infiltrate Lafayette Square at 6 a.m. March 17.

"I live on campus, so it's awesome. I
just ride my skateboard to class, so it's
like two minutes "
Brandon Miller,
sophomore,
rehabitation science
Left: Windsor Forest High School marching band en tertains onlookers.
Right: A man dressed as a leprechaun makes his way through the crowd.

Parade-goers gather outside the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist shortly
after the Church's 8 a.m. Mass.

'Traffic-wise, it's not bad. I only sit in
traffic for five minutes. Moving behind
slow people is the problem. I take the
back roads from Bluffton."
Left: Army Rangers from 1 st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment maintain their composure despite
receiving dozerts of kisses from parade-goers. Middle: The world famous Budweiser Clydesdales
return to Savannah's 188th St. Patrick's Day parade.

Parade

The downtown festvities move towards River Street shortly after the
parades conclusion.

FROM PAGE 1

force to say that we are here."
Joyner said.
At the start of the parade,
the dense amount people
lining the sidewalks became
an almost unmovable wall of
green. Parade-goers watched
dancers and flag twirlers
pass, as well as Armstrong's
pirate ship float.
Students and faculty spent
the week prior to Armstrong's
spring break preparing the
float for its appearance in the
parade.
"Student Activities worked
alongside ROTC to do
renovations on the float
as well as touch up paint
and get it prepared," said
Vice President for Student

Paris Island Marine Corp Band we re one
of the three marching bands in t he parade
representing the U.S. Armed Forces.

Affairs, Keith Betts. "This
is a cross-divisional, crossdepartmental
opportunity
to come together to put on a
great show for Armstrong."
The entire process was very
heavily student involved, and
its success came from the
large number of volunteers.
"This was open for all
students to participate," Betts
said.
Among the participants
were students from a variety
of
organizations,
sports
teams and Armstrong's robust
international community.
"On campus, total we
have about 276 international
students representing about
76 different countries," said

Kristin Kasting, assistant
director
of
International
Education. "We have students
from Afghanistan, Nigeria,
Bahamas, Germany, Belarus
and England to name a few."
Students marching in the
parade carried the national
flag of each country that
has
students
attending
Armstrong.
"I live in Savannah, but I am
originally from Afghanistan,"
said Shekaib Musa, a member
of Armstrong's international
student population. "I have
been to the parade the last
four times, but I've never
walked it, and I would love to
hang out with my school."
A handful of alumni also

walked with Armstrong in
the parade.
"A lot of the people lining
the streets went here, took
classes here or they know
someone who went here."
Joyner said. "It's a great day
to recruit students and be
proud of Armstrong."
The end of the parade
hardly signaled the end of
celebration which continued
well into the night. River
Street became a sea of people
from around the world with
the common purpose of
having fun.
"We believe it to be the
largest St. Patrick's Day
celebration in country, maybe
even the world." Betts said.

Caleb Richards,
senior,
physics

"I live on campus, so the walk
isn't that bad, but if it's raining
it's a pain because there's mud
back there."
Curtia Momon,
junior,
visual arts

"I only commute five minutes
depending on tra ffic, so it' s not
that bad."
Jenna Sarreli,
sophomore,
mathematics

Opinions and Editorials
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Precision: The neatness of science
By Henry L. Ancheta
Not too long ago, I took
a motorcycle with some
issues to a shop in Savannah
which assured me the cost
for inspecting my motorcycle
would be somewhere in the
vicinity of $80. The problem
was small explosions in the
right exhaust pipe, especially
when I would decelerate. Even
though I care for my bike, I am
not willing to pay someone just
so that I can be told what the
problem could be.
Then came the day when
I visited another place and
inquired about the sounds. It
turned out it was a carburetor
component that J recently
changed in the system that still
needed adjusting.
Before I went to the second
place, I ventured in search for
answers on the Internet and
by asking those who know
about bikes. All the advice was
wrong. What made this new
source different was the quality
of information they gave me.
It was free information that
is scarce out in the world. It
is this revelation that gave me
an interest at the thought of
precision.

Precision, according to the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary,
is the quality or state of being
exact. Precision is indeed what
every professional is looking
for — for by looking for it, man
not only reaches achievement
but gets to be part of it.
Students are not exempt
from this truth, for we get to
forge the future with goals in
mind. Even those students who
are doing the bare minimum
are aiming at something — jus t
getting by.
The exactness of physics is
an example of precision, for in
theory, the entire universe can
be understood with it, or so say
scientists. Proof of that is in
atoms and their manipulation
at the hands of men. Another
example of precision is the
mechanism of an M-16 semi
automatic rifle, and when its
preciseness is thrown off, you
get a jammed and ineffective
weapon.
Computer
programmers
need
precision
in
their
programs — o ne small digit or
integer and an entire program
can go wrong. Heart surgeons
need precision in their art —
one slight error, and it can
mean the death of a person.

What would music be like, if
all the orchestras in the world
would pay no mind to the
necessity of precision? We
certainly would be better off
without the orchestras at all,
for who would want to listen to
annoying noise. The examples
of precision go on and on.
We do not give much thought
to precision, unless we see the
catastrophes we have without
it. In 1986, the Challenger space
shuttle exploded, and we all
wondered in awe. The explosion
was credited to the effects of
cold weather on the rubber
seals of the flying machine. The
precise containment of the fuel
used to fly the shuttle became
impossible. As a consequence
of the shrinking of the rubber,
the fuel ignited, and so did
everything else.
Without a doubt, precision
is important. Seeking it
constitutes the many vocations
in the world, even if looking
for it means becoming students
at some big university like
Armstrong.
In regard to my motorcycle,
the carburetor component I
bought was not only expensive
— my bike is old, and therefore
its parts are scarce — but

Students should balance studies
and warm-weather diversions

difficult to install. Even after I
installed the component, the
motorcycle had , an issue of
small explosions. However, the
worse has passed, because now
the motorcycle is my secondary
vehicle, which I utilize to travel
to school. When I first started
the motorcycle, I checked for
what seemed to be the most
obvious causes of the bike's
explosions. I checked the
exhaust pipes. I changed the
sparkplugs. I checked some

The Inkwell editorial board
The semester is in its home
stretch. Plenty of students will
go to the beach on Fridays,
go to the bars on Saturday
nights, and forget that doing
schoolwork is even an option
on Sundays until Monday rolls
1
around.
This is not unexpected. The
weather is warming up, and
the smell of bodies baking in
the sun is sure to fill everyone's
nostrils.
But
wait.
Haven't
we
forgotten something?
Maybe there's that final
project that's on the horizon.
A term paper. A research
project. A work portfolio. But
they are not due until a month
from now. There's all the time
in the world.
It's easy to rationalize
procrastination right now. All
of the wonders of spring — and
the approach of summer — can
drive a student into an excited
frenzy.
Between
outdoor
picnics, student activities
that take total advantage of

the temperature, this or that just sit on the back burner is a
CUB event, the beach, the recipe for disaster. The week
Masquer's presentation of before finals, students will
"Much Ado About Nothing" cram into the Lane Library
— there's plenty to do in that with last-minute edits and
extra hour of daylight.
research. Avoiding this zoo
Efowever, most of these might seem impossible, but
activities should be limited. taking time to research during
Maybe one or two can be the day now can help avoid the
postponed
entirely
until problems of strained time and
summer break.
resources later.
That unnatural extra hour of
It's not hard for students to
daylight from the time change adjust their schedules for this
— not to mention the natural now. A half-an-hour of noseextension of day as summer to-the-grindstone work in the
approaches — makes it seem library daily will knock out
like there will be plenty of the problem before the line
time for that once the sun goes at the library's copier even
down.
begins to form. Or check out
Here's the rub: just because books now and do research in
there's an extra hour of the sun later. It's pretty easy to
daylight does not mean that schedule work so that it fills in
there's extra time to work in the cracks between the warmtoo. All things being equal, weather activities that stay on
there's now one less hour the schedule.
for work for the people who
But on second thought,
decide to abuse that extra "Much Ado About Nothing"
daylight. A student may think might still belong on students'
that there's plenty of time, and lists of springtime distractions.
then he'll turn around and Who doesn't love quarrelsome
there's none.
Shakespearean lovers and
The idea that any project can quixotical night constables?

Columnist Henry L. Ancheta is
a junior in the English program.
His views do not necessarily
represent those of The Inkwell
editorial board.

Internet Tower of Babel
staffed by untrained writers
By John Adams
MCT

Armstrong students take a break from their studies in the warm weather on Tybee Island!'10'0 by Bnttany Cook

MCT

of the wires. I checked, for
everything I knew how. It was
all in vain.
What amazed me the most in
regard to the information I got
from the second man, whose
name I don't even know, is how
he knew exactly what I was
talking about. He knew exactly
how to explain it to me. He
even showed me a component
of another motorcycle to
visualize his explanation. He
didn't show his ambitions with

the knowledge he imparted,
nor did he ask me for any
money when I asked his help.
Instead he showed true
willingness in sharing his
expertise knowledge for the
good of another person. I
don't believe he gave away his
experience for free. Rather
he was sharing knowledge
to
a
knowledge-directed
researcher, and that made the
difference.
There are many scientific
communities
who
strive
collectively to achieve success
for the good of all of us, or so
says my old biology professor.
Personally, I like to think that
our personal sacrifices to bring
forth a better future for our
species don't necessarily go in
vain.
Perhaps they are ignored, but
they are not in vain. Of all the
scientific inquiry we should
do, the part of precision, in my
opinion, deserves the greatest
attention of all. It is the
neatness to any and all science.

My love affair with newspapers
began when I was very young
and has continued throughout
my life. I still thril l to such names
as the Ticonderoga Sentinel,
which I discovered while driving
through the Green Mountains of
Vermont, the Bloomington (HI.)
Pantagraph, where the famous
Washington Post columnist David
Broder began his career, and the
Wapakoneta Daily News,the Ohio
hometown newspaper of astronaut
Neil Armstrong.
Newspapers such as these do far
more than tell you the news. They
record our country's history. They
reflect the culture and standards
and concerns of our communities.
They record the activities of our
schools, our churches, councilsand
Kiwanis, and the births, weddings
and deaths that define the passage
of generations. They carry ads for
everything you could possibly
need, from hardware stores to
real estate agents and plumbers to
cleaning services. Readers relate to
their local papers in ways they will
never relate to the Internet.
Experts say that traditional
media simply cannot compete
with the fast-evolving digital
offerings of the Web.
In certain respects, this is true.
It is t he reason that many papers,
sadly, have been forced out of
business. But the reverse is also
true: the Internet is unlikelyever to
be able to compete with the public
service provided by local papers
and their reporters and editors,
who love their communities and

know every inch of their territory.
As local paper reporters gravitate
to larger papers, wire services or
broadcasting, they bring with
them the disciplines of accuracy
and fairness and accountability
learned at the local level.
All o ur great journalists, from
Zenger to Reston and Murrow to
Cronkite, learned their trade and
achieved their greatest triumphs
in what we now caHthe traditional
media. They have served us well.
Their passion for facts rather than
ideology has strengthened the
foundations of our democracy.
By contrast, the Internet today
increasingly resembles a Tower
of Babel, with millions of selfappointed, untrained citizenjournalists writing whatever they
feel like writing with few editorial
checkpoints.
Often theyare simply purveying
their prejudices or ideologies
dressed up as news. Many
seem to specialize in triggering
unnecessary health scares, with
concerned young mothers as
their preferred target. But as every
reader of the Internet knows, once
misleading information is posted,
there is no easy way of correcting
it. The errors remain. This is even
true of Wikipedia, which tries
harder than most to be accurate.
Newspapers have their faults,
including their own biases,
but overall they remain the
most trustworthy sources of
information for the general
public. It is a matter of honor for
the professional journalists who
produce them.
But unlike regular newspapers,
there are now thousands of

"newspapers" 'on the Internet,
ranging from digital editions of
The New York Times to lookalikes started almost every week
by college students having fun
or, more insidiously, by foreign
operatives intent on spreading
misinformation to deliberately
confuse or mislead the American
public.
Whereas
readers
usually
know the location of their local
newspaper office and can talk with
the editors, the location of some
of the Internet versions is often
shrouded in secrecy. A newspaper
or news service with an Americansounding name may be based in
China or North Korea. Youcannot
know for sure.
When scanning the Internet
for news or other information,
therefore, caution is not only
desirable but vitally necessary.
The most serious indictment
of today's "new" or "social
media" is the continued absence
of any rigorous correcting
mechanism. Errors can remain
forever uncorrected. This is not
only dangerous but presents an
especially serious challenge to
the millions of young Americans
who have come to rely on the
Internet as their primary source of
information.
A former military reporter for
London's Daily Telegraph, John
Adams is a Washington consultant
and author of "In the Trenches:
Adventures in Journalism and
Public Affa irs." Reade rs m ay write
him at 750 National Press Building
Washington, DC20045.

Lettery to the editor
The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be 350
words or fewer and must be signed. Send your letter to Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com, The
Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar, spelling and style.

Opinions expressed by columnists, cener writers or cartoonists do
riot necessarily reflect the views of "he Inkwell editor^ board.
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Tanner's Sports Corner:
Braves betting on better baseball
By Scott Tanner

CROWBAR, Wilmington Isl —
Oh, how I love the madness
of spring. Beach, bikinis, man
thongs — I d on't care how you
get down — al l signal the best
time of year for me. This time
of year also produces the best
storylines of the year.
The NBA trading deadline,
NCAA
March
Madness,
Manning being courted by
fat cats, Crosby back on the
ice and, of course, Atlanta
Braves baseball create a sense
of excitement that is hard to
contain.
Maybe the greatest thrill
of spring is Braves baseball.
After all, it is a staple on many
of our TVs during the season.
This
season
produced
excitement for Braves fans, but
just like a quickie, it left you
feeling so unsatisfied — that's
a John Malkovich "Rounders"
reference. The late homeruns,
the
incredible
pitching
combined with several extrainning ball games, and no one

Armchair quarterback and English major Scott Tanner is a writer and sports columnist for
The Inkwell. The information contained in his column is based on televised sporting events.
His views do not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell editorial board.

enjoys a good story more than
I do.
In reality, the numbers tell
us that the Braves are nothing
more than a below - average
team. The numbers never lie.
Out of 30 Major League teams,
the Braves finished 22nd in runs
scored: they were 26th in overall
batting average, 26 in on-base
percentage and 21st in slugging
percentage.
Know what that means? No
run support for an incredible
pitching staff that was ranked
4th in 2011.
We have diagnosed the
problem. The Braves need
more offense. Easy enough.
What did they do to increase
offensive production? Not
much. With no major offseason
acquisitions, it looks as though
they are praying for health —
that is what we do here in the
South, pray for health. That's
not a smart bet.
It is true that the Braves have
one of the best young lineups

Jason Getz/MCT

in the game. The talent is
tremendous. Brian McCann
has stepped up as a leader and
an excellent power - hitting
catcher.
Freddie Freeman and Jason
Heyward have the potential to
be hall of famers if they can stay
healthy. Dan Uggla's seemingly
stupid defensive antics seem
to overshadow his offensive
abilities. The potential is there,
but he is a gamble in the field
nonetheless.
Then we have Chipper
Jones. Isn't this reminiscent of
the Brett Favre saga? A man
has to know his limitations,
and I believe Chipper went
broke two seasons ago. Maybe
it's time to step aside and let
one of the young bucks take
over. But make no mistake, he
will be remembered as one of
the greatest players to put on a
Braves uniform and rightfully
so.
The key to the Braves 2012
season is to stay healthy, so

keep praying. All of the pieces
are in place to make a run in
the national league. This will
be no easy row to hoe.
The Nationals have added
young studs like Bryce Harper,
Steven Strasburg, and Ryan
Zimmerman in the past
couple of years. They will be
competitive and troublesome
for many, but a run for the
pennant is not in the cards this
year.
Then, the Braves must get
through the Phillies, arguably
the best pitching staff in MLB.
Then, there are the Marlins,
who have acquired several key
players and a legally insane
manager in the offseason.
They also have a new stadium
in a new city. They will spend
the money to be competitive.
The Mets will be a coin flip,
but this classic rivalry will
produce some of the most
exciting games of the season.
Well, maybe the Braves are a
couple of years and one power
hitter away from dominating
the national league east
again. The core is there, and
the Braves have a very good
manager in Freddie Gonzalez.
If the Braves embarrassingly
bad spring-training schedule
is any indication of things to
come, then it could be a long,
painful season for America's
team.

You d on't agree? I
put my ideas out
there publicly. You
should, too. Hit
me up on twitter
@tannersports.

Pirate baseball
retires numbers
Sports Communications

an All-American and cocaptain of teams that finished
The Armstrong baseball team No. 1 in the country," Roberts
will retire three numbers of said. "His blend of energy, skill
Armstrong athletic hall of fame and determination is unequaled
during the 2012 hall of fame of any player that played for me
induction ceremony March 29.
at Armstrong. He would clearly
Chad Armstrong wore No. 1 be my captain of captains."
for the Pirates during the 1989
Bill Gearhart wore No. 33 for
and 1990 seasons — two of the Pirates during the 1987 and
the best seasons in Armstrong 1988 seasons for the Pirates.
baseball history. A two-time The Big South Conference's
Ail-American center fielder,
Pitcher of the Year in 1987 and a
Chad Armstrong hit .396 in his two-time lOth-round draft pick
career while reaching base safely in MLB's annual amateur draft,
in a school-record 70 straight Gearhart was an All-American
games from 1989-90. He was in 1988, leading the Pirates to
inducted into the Armstrong their first DII college world
series berth. He was inducted
Athletic Hall of Fame in 2000.
"Chad played at Armstrong into the Armstrong Athletic
for two years and was a two- Hall of Fame in 1997.
time Ail-American and co"Bill pitched two years for
captain of a team that finished
Armstrong and his career
ranked No. 1 in the country at was split between Division I
the end of both seasons," Joe and Division II. Most of his
Roberts said. "He is clearly games were pitched against DI
among the very best hitters, competition, and he finished
competitors and leaders that 22-3 with his only loss to a DII
we've ever had play baseball at team came in the 1988 World
Armstrong."
Series," Roberts said. "He is
Brad Squibb wore No. 9 for clearly the best pitcher who
the Pirates as well during the has ever thrown for Armstrong
1989 and 1990 seasons, earning since I've been here, and he
All-American honors twice and would have been a certain
putting together one of the most Major Leaguer if not for an
memorable games in NCAA injury suffered in the minors."
Tournament history, going
These three players join
5-for-5 with two home runs and Charlie Broad (13), inducted
an NCAA-record 15 total bases into the hall of fame in the
in an 18-2 win over Northern inaugural 1995 class, and Mike
Kentucky. He was inducted into Mitchener (25), inducted into
the Armstrong Athletic Hall of the hall of fame in 1996, as
Fame in 2004.
Armstrong baseball players
"Brad Squibb played two who have had their numbers
years at Armstrong and was a retired.
President's Cup award winner,

Ad representatives wanted

Earn up to $4600
each
semester
No experience is required
Professional sales training
Add job experience toyour resume
Learn leadership skills
Flexible hours
Learn networking skills
Office and desk-sharing perks
Candidates should forward their resumes to
Manager.lnkweH@gmail.com or call 912-344-3252
Personal transportation required.

Sports recap
Women's golf:
March 6

Armstrong Pirate Women's Invitational
3rd of 16 Teams

Men's golf:
March 13

at S outheastern Collegiate Valdosta, Ga.
5th of 14Teams

Make the

o: jmmer on the COO St.
Summer Semester at College of Coastal Georgia.

Baseball:
March 16

at Montevallo
W, 15-13

March 17

at Montevallo
L, 12-9

CATCH UP ON CREDITS.

LIVE ON CAMPUS.

Men's tennis:
March 14

at Grand Canyon
W, 8-1

GETAHEAD. GET ATAN.

COLLEGER

Women's tennis:
March 14

COASTAL
GEORGIA

at Grand Canyon, Las Vegas, Nev.
W, 8-1

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA

Application Deadline: May 15

Softball:
March 15

at North Georgia
L, 3-2
W, 5-3

ON THE ATLANTIC COAST
IN BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA

For a listing of classes offered
visit ccga.edu/summer.
For Information: 800.675.7235

Arts and Entertainment
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neys John Carter'delights audiences
By Todd Perkins
for his
character W -

Author crafts new book to
help children manage loss

ris

By Richelle Laughinghouse

Iohn Carter stor in
N
NoW> 100 years afteryits

1912
1912.
nrst publication, "John Carter"
finally makes its way into
theaters through Walt Disney
ictures With a budget of over
$2.5 million, a lot has been put
into this monumental big-screen
adaptation. However, does it
live up to a century's worth of
expectations?
! The film starts off with John
Carter (Taylor Kitsch), a past
Civil War soldier, wondering
around in the wilderness looking
tor gold. During a scuffle
between soldiers and Native
Americans, Carter escapes to an
abandoned cave where he finds
himself mysteriously transported
to a strange land — later revealed
as Mars. There he comes across a
strange race ofgreen Martians led
by Tars Tarkas (Willem Dafoe)
and a feisty princess named
Dejah Thoris (Lynn Collins).
Dejah explains that Barsoom
— th eir name for Mars — is in
the middle of civil war and that
she is being hunted down by
the corrupt Sab Than (Dominic
West). Through a series of events,
Carter must decide whether he
will head back home to earth or
stay and fight for Barsoom.
Director Andrew Stanton, the
man behind "Finding Nemo"
and "Wall-E," draws from his
background as an animator
and places careful attention to
all t he small details in this sci-fi
epic. The art direction is stellar,
with all of the colorful exteriors
of Barsoom, fully realized and
stunning tolook at.After "Avatar,"
it wouldn't be appropriate to call
the effects groundbreaking, but
they are captivating nonetheless.
Though the story may seem
weak in some areas, Stanton,
along with writers Mark
Andrews and novelist Michael
Chabon, deliberately try to stick
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Frank Conner/Disney/MCT
Star Taylor Kitsch, front; tries to avoid alien creatures in "John Carter."

Silver screen

aasa
4 out 5 ugly green martians

Directed by Andrew Stanton
Produced by Disney
Starring Taylor Kitsch, Lynn Collins and Willem Dafoe
Rated P6-13 for intense sequences of violence and action
Now showing at Frank Theatres, Carmike 10, Carmike Wynnsong 11,
GTC Pooler Stadium Cinemas and Royal Cinemas

to Burroughs's source material.
Unfortunately, instead of
seeming timeless, Stanton's film
tends to feel outdated. Though
there are some flaws, th ere are
many very successful elements.
The action sequences featured
in the movie are exciting and
incredible to watch, thanks to
perfect editing and spectacular
visual effects.
As the film's heroic lead, Kitsch
manages to make a positive
impression despite competing
with a large cast and heavily
CGI-rendered landscapes and
characters. Though he certainly
has the right build and the looks,
Kitsch lacks the charm and
charisma to fully turn Carter into
a three-dimensional character
audiences can connect with. But
he is still fun to watch.
Collins, West and Dafoe are
all splendid in supporting roles

as some of the inhabitants of
Barsoom. Dafoe, who resorted to
motion capture to play 12-foottall Tarkas, shines in hisrole while
balancing threatening ferocity
with heart-felt compassion,
proving he is one of Hollywood's
most underrated actors.
Though not quite the hit
Disney probably wanted it to
be, "John Carter" shouldn't be
dismissed as a failure. Providing a
solid storycapable of entertaining
both children and adults alike,
this is one of the most satisfying
adventure films since "Star Wars"
first hit cinemas in 1977.
Though not the smartest
or most original entree in the
science fiction genre of late,
its origins date back a century.
Hopefully, one day this film
will find its own fan base that
manages to appreciate this
dazzling epic.

The social war
The social war is a column by David Bailey discussing the use
of technology in the classroom. He is a professor of English at
Altamaha Technical College and an Armstrong alumnus. His views
do not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell editorial board.
As a teacher, I see ma ny shifts assumed in a teaching context. as one of its main channels of
occurring in education — most Students sometimes get very communication for a couple of
of th em focusing on the primary nervous when their work goes reasons.
conflict
between
traditional public on blogs or Facebook posts.
First, writing operates in a social
teacher-centered instruction and
Also,
administration
has context. I understand the value of
the more experimental student- a curious, though somewhat personal writing to the individual
justifiable, nitpick regarding the that produces it, but writing
centered pedagogy.
Despite the excitement I governing of student-teacher nobody reads holds no value
feel toward these changes, interactions. If I communicate anywhere else. Students must
incorporating social media into with m y students using Skype or learn to accept the public nature
the classroom is something that Twitter, there is no official record of writing and embrace scrutiny
has proved a persistent h eadache of the exchange on the school's from sources other than their
for t he new wave instructors (we database — meaning my boss professors.
can't search any archive to pull up a
call o'urselves the edupunks).
Second, from a security stand
Any conference or workshop copy of the messages. The problem point, currentpoliciesarelaughably
about the best practices in is that database research is the way insufficient. If communication
education will have multiple many schools investigate sexual outside the classroom cannot
presentations discussing social harassment charges within the be defended, there is nothing
preventing a student from
media. Instructors have been institution.
designing group projects a nd //yy0 neec| t() fjn(j S0 | u tj 0 n s tO these creating a hotmail account,
posing as a professor and
collaborative
assignments
by utilizing the visually problGITIS bGCdllSG, l ikG it OF HOt, th0 launching lawsuit after
appealing software provided
lawsuit regardless of whether
professjona| wor|d nQW re|je$ Qn
r
by Facebook, Twitter and
or not the professor even
even biogs like Tumbir and social networking as one of its main used that software as a part
of classroom procedure.
Posterous.
channels of communication."
The
closed communication
I have been teaching
But
the
most
frustrating
policy
protects
no one.
composition and writing for
against
open
argument
Finally,
I
find
it offensive that
more than three years, and I can
in
the
classroom
software
IT
departments
object
to the use
vouch from personal experience
comes
from
information
of
technology
at
all.
The
failure of
that systems like Blackboard and
technology
departments.
Many
those
in
IT
to
follow
current
trends
WebCT are a joke compared to
of my colleagues report that in pedagogy should not affect my
in-the-wild open source tools.
IT professionals within higher ability to use the tools I need to run
There is something about these
education discourage the use of my classroom.
closed systems that stifle any
social media simply because they
The dangers that school
attempt to foster collaborative
can offer no assistance with it.
administrators see are real, b ut
work in ei ther the online class or
These departments lack of we must begin acknowledging
the face-to-face environment.
knowledge about the use of the fact that current policies
But implementing these tools
these products creates a great limit the use of social media
in the classroom invites intense
deal of anxiety. Supposedly, and offer no protection from the
scrutiny from college leadership.
an infiltration of social media dangers they cause.
Many of my colleagues
myse
in institutions would be
Turning our backs upon the
included — have had to alter ou r
detrimental because other potential use of social media
syllabi and practices to calm a teachers may want to use the not only damages our students
panicking administration.
software, and IT would be in a professional sense but also
So what's the problem? In a forced to respond to questions prevents us from solving the
Word: security.
problems these tools pose.
about its implementation.
We in education have a very
We need to find solutions to
Under no circumstances should
unhealthy obsession with s e
these problems because, like it we be content with the status quo,
guarding the classroom-generated or not, the professional world accepting a self-imposed dark age
content Part of this is because now relies on social networking of education.
of the confidentiality normally

Anita Cannon is a Christian, an
•Armstrong alumna, a nurse and
a new children's book author, but
most importantly, she is a woman
with a passion for helping people
heal from personal losses.
She has been published on
Parentirg.com and Parenthoodcom
for her articles on grieving, but the
debut of her childrens book, "My
Aunt Bonnie" — a gift origin ally
intended for her grandchildren —
will give individuals everywhere a
look into overcoming loss.
After Cannon lost her younge st
sister Bonnie from
Sudden
Arrhythmic Death Syndrome a few
years ago, she searched for books of
guidance for her grandchildren.
She found books about how
parents should deal with gr ief and
loss, how parents should help their
children deal with grief and loss and
other scenarios about loss but never
how a child could learn to accept
and handle a subject as permanent
and serious as grief and loss.
This led Cannon to the
decision to create a guidance
book for children.
Her grandson — call ed Will in
the book — had never experienced
a death in his family before his late
Aunt and was unsure of how to
process the event Cannon attempts
to provide a guidance tool through
the book.
"About six months after my
sister died — it was about 10
o'clock at night — the spirit of the
Lord came overme, and I wentto
the kitchen. I got a notebook and
a pencil, and I started writing,
and I have what is today the book
'My Aunt Bonnie."'
The book is about 40 pages
long, though unnumbered, with
just a sentence or two every other
page and plenty of illust rations. It
is written in simple, child -friendly
language with pictures mirroring
the narration. Cannons simple and
straightforward concept provides a
tool for children to deal with lo ss,
and it also brings forth a medical
disease that continues killing
hundreds of adults annually —
SADS.
Cannon partnered with the
SADS Foundation to introduce
the disease and its warning signs to
more people. She gives a portion of
the money made from "My Aunt
Bonnie" to the foundation. The
SADS Foundation, in return, put

Photos courtesy of Anita Cannon
Anita Cannon, author of "My Aunt
Bonnie."

Cannon's book on theirwebsite and
continues giving it as much press as
possible through social media and
their website.
"I want people to be more aware
of SADS, because everyone knows
what SIDS is, but most people have
never heard of SADS, so I'mhoping
my book will bring more attention
to the disease," Cannon said.
Though this is Cannon's first
published book, she has written
two others and has one in the
making. Cannon's somewhat
taboo subject m atter of loss and
death places her into a category of
her own, and she said she hopes
this is the next step in the story
book world.
"I have two goals for the book,"
she said. "The first goal is I want it
to be something that can actually

help children. I hope that it will
make a difference for children,
whether they have lost a turtle or
their best friend or grandmother
or whomever. And the second
goal is I will get enough feedback
from the people in todays world,
that a publisher will say, 'I'd like to
do your next book,'because I selfpublished this book and kind of
just stepped out on faith."
The books Cannon has written
thus farare religious-based books.
However, her passion for writing
lies with children because of their
imagination, their wisdom and
their innocence.
She said she is more concerned
with writing for children than
writing religious books. Her first
book has managed to do both
successfully though.
"My
Aunt
Bonnie"
can
be
purchased
on
Amazoncom, Bam esandNoble.com,
flamingochildrenbooks.com, and
creativepeacock.com.
Cannon
has also created a glow in the
dark, rubber bracelet for children
to wear while they sleep. Her
idea was that if th e child wakes
up missing whoever they've lost,
they would see the glow from
their bracelet and remember
the happiness of A unt Bonnie in
heaven baking Jesus a birthday
cake.

My Aunt Bonnie !
a child's story of low& 1ms
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TAKE YOUR EDUCATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL
PROGRAMS
• 12-month Master of Business Administration (MBA)
- 12-month Healthcare Administration, Master of Business
Administration (Healthcare Administration MBA)
CALL NOW: 855-685-0276
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"But the scholarly community
has a different set of norms."
In an effort to use the digital
proficiency that students already
possess in combination with
knowledge of proper research
techniques, information literacy
is an attempt to bolster student's
study skills and ability to take in
a large, seemingly endless access
to information and choose what
is most relevant and important.
It is askill that most employers
want to see in a potential
employee, Frazier said.
The plan is nearing the

end of its development. If the
SACS committee approves the
proposal, the final step will be
to institute a committee that
will research and develop a final
master plan.
Over 50 people representing
six committees are currently
involved in QEP s final planning
efforts.
Kraft said that reaching this
stage in the plan's development
has been a large undertaking.
"We're about 75 percent done,
and this meeting is the next big
step," he said. "We hope people
keep putting their best foot
forward."

arid_orgs/leadership„opportunity_application

Or search "leadership opportunity" on the Armstrong web page, and
then click on the application link in the too rioht corner.

Your mother doesn't
work here.

Communication
Studies

Don't worry, our doctors and medical staff
are the next-best thing.

Student Union Skidaway Room
Thursday, March 22 (12-4 PM)

No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you.

Lane Library
KIM

Friday, March 23 (12-4 PM)

ST-Joseph's jCandler

immediate Care
Savannah - Midtown
Walk-ins always welcome!
361 Commercial Drive at Eisenhower
Savannah, GA 31406
p - 912-355-6221

fOuriimne(Salecafecenlers.com

CONVENIENTLY LOC ATED MINUTES FROM AASU.
CARING AND CONFIDEN TIAL TREATMENT.
HOURS:
Monday- Friday 9:00 am - &OQ pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Most insurance accepted - bring your insurance card and Driver's
License. Please call with co-pay and insurance questions.
Cash patients also welcome.

Survey every 30 minutes
Participate to enter
for a chance to win

$250.00+
For information contact
Jared Campbell
912.512.0052
jc2542@stu.artstrong.edu
Research Participants are needed for a study on
resiliency in undergraduate college students
with ADHD diagnoses.
Please call the researcher at 912-506-0390 or send
an email message to judith.driggers@waldenu.edu
if you may be interested in participating in this study.
Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may withdraw at
any time. Each participant will be provided a $30 Walmart gift
card as a "thank you" gift after participation.

Savannah Tire Brake and Alignment
Centers is offering a discount to
all AASU students, employees and
faculty. Visit us at anyof our 8
convenient locations to receive a
5% discount off any purchase!
The Abercorn store is conveniently
located 1.5 miles from the AASU
campus, and Savannah Tire offers
FREE shuttle service.

www.savannahtire.com (]•']
11164 Abercorn Expressway • Savannah, Ga
(912)925-8299
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p,m; Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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SERVING THE LOW COUNTRY & COASTAL EMPIRE SINCE 1951

YOUR C OMPLETE C AR C ARE AUTHORITY

